It has been declared “flawed” and “unfair,” a “joke,” a “fraud,” and an “abomination.” Senator Orrin Hatch has called it “un-American,” while Representative Joe Barton of Texas has likened it to “communism.” It is the Bowl Championship Series, or “BCS,” the system by which college football’s annual national champion is crowned. Created through an elaborate series of agreements between various conferences and post-season bowl games, the BCS uses a system of human polls and computer rankings to select not only the two teams to compete at season’s end in the national championship game, but also the teams that will play in four of the other most prestigious bowl games. Thus, the BCS not only controls access to the most desirable post-season games, but in the process it also decides which conferences and universities will receive the significant guaranteed financial payouts accompanying an invitation to a BCS bowl game, payments currently approaching $18 million for a single bowl appearance.

Because the selection of teams to participate in BCS bowls has rarely been without controversy—especially with respect to the selection of teams to play for the national championship—the system has been frequently criticized since its inception in 1998. This criticism predominantly alleges that major college football’s system for determining a champion lacks the fairness of other college and professional team sports, which crown their champions via multi-team, post-season playoff tournaments. Such critics include President Obama, who vowed shortly after his election to “throw [his] weight around” to convince college football to adopt a playoff system.

While the lack of a playoff system is the most frequent criticism directed at the BCS, the system faces perhaps more serious criticism on another front. Specifically, various politicians and law enforcement officials are increasingly suggesting that the BCS constitutes an anti-competitive and illegal restraint of trade in violation of federal antitrust law. For example, during recent Senate Judiciary Committee hearings, Senator Orrin Hatch directly accused the BCS of violating the Sherman Antitrust Act. Meanwhile, Utah Attorney General Mark Shurtleff has recently threatened to initiate legal proceedings against the BCS under antitrust law, while the United States Department of Justice has also acknowledged that it is exploring the possibility of launching its own antitrust investigation of the system.

Critics typically accuse the BCS of violating antitrust law through its favoritism of the universities belonging to six of the traditionally most powerful, so-called “BCS Conferences,” at the expense of universities competing in the historically less successful, so-called “non-BCS Conferences.” Specifically, under the current BCS selection procedures, the champion of each of the six BCS Conferences is guaranteed a berth in a BCS bowl game regardless of its place in the final BCS rankings, while champions of non-BCS Conferences must finish in the top twelve of the BCS Standings in order to be eligible for an automatic bid. Even then, only the highest ranking non-BCS Conference champion is guaranteed an invitation to a BCS bowl, with other highly ranked champions left to hope they are selected for one of the four at-large invitations given to teams not qualifying for an automatic BCS bid.

In addition to this competitive disparity, the non-BCS Conferences are also disadvantaged financially, as the BCS pays each BCS Conference a guaranteed payment of approximately $18 million per season for its participation in a BCS bowl game. In comparison, a total of only $24 million was split between the five non-BCS Conferences following the 2009-10 season, despite two teams from non-BCS Conferences having been selected to participate in BCS bowl games. Critics allege that this annual disparity in revenue enables the BCS Conferences to maintain significant advantages with respect to facilities, coaching, and recruiting, all of which serve to perpetuate their competitive advantage over the non-BCS Conferences on the football field.

Despite this inequity, skeptics question whether curing the ills of major college football warrants governmental intervention, especially given the many problems currently facing the nation. However, considering that the BCS has been estimated to have an economic impact of over $1.2 billion per year, and given that some consider the BCS to be “perhaps the most economically and politically powerful cartel since the Sherman Act was passed in 1890,” the legality of the BCS is a significant issue, and one that increasingly appears headed for judicial resolution.

With the status of the BCS uncertain under federal antitrust law, a number of academic legal analyses have addressed the issue over the years. These analyses have predominantly focused on whether the BCS’s discrimination against the non-BCS Conferences constitutes an unlawful group boycott, with the commentators largely split regarding whether the system contravened antitrust law. Those articles concluding that the BCS did not violate antitrust law generally argued that the pro-competitive benefits of the BCS—specifically its creation of a national championship game—outweighed the harm inflicted on the non-BCS Conferences under a rule of reason analysis. Meanwhile, those arguing against the BCS disagreed with that balancing, asserting that the creation of a championship game did not warrant the discriminatory treatment of the non-BCS Conferences. However, following modifications to the BCS selection procedures in 2004, which granted the non-BCS Conferences greater access to BCS bowl games, subsequent academic analyses have overwhelmingly concluded that the current modified system does not violate antitrust law.
This Article diverges from the existing literature in two ways. First, contrary to the most recent works, this Article argues that a plausible group boycott case can still be asserted against the BCS despite the modifications made to its selection procedure, because the BCS withholds the full financial benefits of participation in a BCS bowl game from non-BCS Conference teams, a factor overlooked by the existing analyses. More significantly, however, this Article further argues that the existing literature has generally overlooked other potential bases for asserting that the BCS violates federal antitrust law. Specifically, prior analyses have largely failed to consider potential price fixing or tying claims against the BCS, the former of which provides an especially strong point of attack for critics of the BCS.

Accordingly, although the outcome of any antitrust trial is notoriously difficult to predict, this Article concludes that opponents of the BCS have a strong chance of prevailing should they elect to attack the BCS through antitrust litigation. Specifically, Part I begins by providing the necessary factual context for an antitrust challenge to the BCS, namely a review of the history of post-season college football bowl games and the evolution of the BCS. Part II then presents a brief summary of the relevant provisions of federal antitrust law, while Part III applies these various antitrust theories to the BCS, concluding that the system remains vulnerable to an antitrust challenge on several grounds.

I. HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL BOWL SYSTEM AND THE BCS

A. The Evolution of the Bowl System

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (“NCAA”) is the regulatory body for 22 different intercollegiate sports, including college football. The NCAA divides its member institutions into several divisions, with those universities participating at the highest levels of athletic competition designated as Division I. In the case of college football, Division I has been further subdivided into two separate classifications, Football Bowl Subdivision (“FBS”–formerly known as I-A) and Football Championship Subdivision (“FCS”–formerly known as I-AA). FBS is widely considered the highest ranked of the two Division I football subdivisions.

In addition to belonging to the NCAA, most universities also belong to a conference of eight to thirteen other colleges. These conferences coordinate a number of athletic competitions between their members, culminating with the crowning of an annual conference champion in each of the sports sponsored by the conference, and distribute revenues earned from various television agreements and bowl games.

Of all the sports officially sanctioned by the NCAA—including football at the FCS, Division II, and Division III levels—FBS football is the only one that does not culminate its season with a championship playoff tournament. Instead, FBS has traditionally delegated the duty of selecting its national champion to various human polls, in which groups of journalists or football coaches rank the top 25 teams in the nation, with the top ranked team at season’s end proclaimed the national champion. FBS has maintained this unique system in deference to its long-standing tradition of postseason bowl games. The college football bowl game tradition dates back to 1894, when the University of Chicago hosted the University of Notre Dame in a postseason exhibition game. Since then a number of bowl games have come and gone, with a total of 35 games featuring 70 different teams scheduled to be played between mid-December 2010 and early-January 2011. Each of these bowl games is a privately owned entity, typically formed to increase tourism to the host city. Every bowl game is certified by—but ultimately independent from—the NCAA, and seeks to draw the best available teams, primarily by offering to pay schools anywhere from $750,000 to nearly $18 million to play in their game. Not only do universities thus benefit from the bowl system through these guaranteed participation payments, but they also receive significant national exposure insofar as every bowl game is televised nationally.

Despite these benefits, the traditional bowl system was not without its historical limitations. Most notably, prior to the formation of the BCS, the bowl system was rarely able to orchestrate a postseason game between the two top ranked teams in the nation. Indeed, between 1968 and 1997, only nine out of the thirty seasons ended with the number one and two ranked teams meeting in a postseason bowl game. This unsatisfying outcome was the result a series of contractual relationships formed between individual bowl games and particular conferences. These contractual agreements allowed bowl games to guarantee themselves a quality opponent from a particular conference, while the conferences favored entering long-term agreements with various bowls to ensure a quality allotment of bowl game opportunities for their member universities.

However, because these agreements often required the two top ranked teams to play in different, predetermined bowl games, a season ending showdown between the number one and two teams could only occur by happenstance. As a result, from 1954 through 1997 nearly one-quarter of seasons ended with a “split” national championship, in which the competing polls ranked different universities number one in the country.

In order to address this shortcoming of the traditional bowl system, the College Bowl Coalition (“Bowl Coalition”) was formed in 1992. The Bowl Coalition was created through a set of agreements between five major conferences (the ACC, Big East, Big Eight, SEC, and Southwestern Conferences), independent University of Notre Dame (“Notre Dame”), and four marquee bowl games (the Orange, Sugar, Fiesta, and Cotton Bowls) with the goal of pairing the two top ranked teams in a postseason bowl game every year. However, because the Bowl Coalition maintained traditional ties between certain conferences and bowl games, it failed to consistently create a national championship game between the two top ranked teams. For example, under the Bowl Coalition framework, the champion of the SEC was committed to play in the Sugar Bowl,
while the champion of the Big Eight was committed to the Orange Bowl.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, in any season where the champions of the SEC and Big Eight were ranked first and second, a national championship game would remain elusive. Moreover, because neither the Big Ten nor Pac-10 belonged to the Bowl Coalition, no championship game was possible in years where the champion of one of those conferences was among the nation’s two highest ranked teams.\textsuperscript{56}

In light of the limitations of the Bowl Coalition, the system was modified in 1994 and renamed the Bowl Alliance.\textsuperscript{57} Under the Bowl Alliance, the champions of the member conferences were no longer obligated to play in a specific bowl game. Instead, the champion of the ACC, Big East, Big Twelve (a combination of the former Big Eight and Southwestern Conferences), and SEC were guaranteed to play in one of the Orange, Sugar, or Fiesta Bowls,\textsuperscript{58} with the two remaining slots available to any team in the country that had won at least eight games.\textsuperscript{59} As a result, the Bowl Alliance was able to arrange a championship game in any season the top two ranked teams were members of its participating conferences.

However, because the champions of both the Big Ten and Pac-10 remained committed to play in the Rose Bowl,\textsuperscript{60} the Bowl Alliance was also unable to guarantee a national championship game whenever the champion of one of those conferences ranked first or second in the country. Just such a scenario arose during the 1997 season, when the University of Nebraska (“Nebraska”) and University of Michigan (“Michigan”) were ranked first and second in the polls following undefeated regular seasons. Michigan, as the champion of the Big 10, was committed to play the Pac-10 champion in the Rose Bowl, while Nebraska headed to the Orange Bowl.\textsuperscript{61} After both Michigan and Nebraska won their bowl games, the coaches’ poll ranked Nebraska number one, while the Associated Press (“AP”) poll placed Michigan first, resulting in yet another split national championship.\textsuperscript{62}

\subsection*{B. The Formation and Development of the Bowl Championship Series}

The failure of both the Bowl Coalition and Bowl Alliance to reliably create season ending, number one versus number two championship bowl games motivated the formation of the BCS beginning in 1998.\textsuperscript{63} In particular, the BCS improved upon the Bowl Alliance by adding the Big Ten, Pac-10, and Rose Bowl to the existing agreements between the Alliance’s member conferences and bowl games.\textsuperscript{54} Like the Bowl Alliance, rather than tying particular conferences and bowls, the BCS guaranteed the champions of its six member conferences a bid to one of the four BCS-affiliated bowls, thus enabling the BCS to guarantee a championship game between the first and second ranked teams every year.\textsuperscript{65}

Specifically, the initial BCS selection procedures were based on the final BCS Standings, which were compiled by combining four elements: (i) the pre-existing AP and coaches’ polls, (ii) the average of three separate computer ranking systems (the Sagarin, Seattle Times and New York Times ratings), (iii) teams’ win-loss records, and (iv) teams’ strength-of-schedule, based on both the records of a team’s opponents as well as its opponents’ opponents.\textsuperscript{66} The teams ranked first and second in the final BCS Standings were selected to play in the national championship game, which rotated annually among the four BCS bowls.\textsuperscript{67} Next, the remaining champions of the six BCS Conferences were guaranteed a spot in one of the other BCS bowl games. Teams from non-BCS Conferences were only guaranteed an invitation to one of the BCS bowls if they ranked sixth or better in the BCS Standings,\textsuperscript{68} while Notre Dame would qualify if it either won at least nine games or finished at least tenth in the final BCS Standings.\textsuperscript{69} Should any of the eight potential BCS bowl spots remain unclaimed after the automatic selections were made, the BCS bowls could pick the remaining participants from a pool of “at-large” teams, drawn from any university that won at least nine games in the regular season and finished twelfth or higher in the final BCS Standings.\textsuperscript{70} However, no more than two schools from a single conference were eligible to appear in BCS games in a single season.\textsuperscript{71}

In addition to securing their champions bids to the most prestigious bowl games, the BCS Conferences also realized significant financial benefits from the new agreement. At the time of its formation, the BCS signed an initial television agreement with ABC Sports worth an estimated $730 million over eight years for the exclusive rights to broadcast the four BCS bowl games,\textsuperscript{72} approximately two and a half times the previous annual rate paid for the broadcast rights to the same four games.\textsuperscript{73} The proceeds of this broadcast agreement were overwhelmingly divided among the six BCS Conferences. For example, during the 2001-02 season, the four BCS bowl games generated nearly $100 million in revenue, of which over $94 million was divided among the six BCS Conferences.\textsuperscript{74} Although the four BCS bowl games made up only a small fraction of the twenty-five total bowl games played that season, the BCS participants nevertheless received 93\% of the total bowl revenues.\textsuperscript{75}

Despite the promise of the BCS to provide a national championship game each year between the nation’s top two teams, the BCS has not been without controversy. For example, during the 2000-01 season, the University of Oklahoma (“Oklahoma”) and Florida State University (“Florida State”) were the two top ranked teams in the final BCS Standings, and thus selected to play for the national championship, despite the fact that Florida State had lost earlier in the year to the University of Miami (“Miami”), the third ranked team in BCS Standings, causing many fans to believe that Miami should have been selected for the title game over Florida State.\textsuperscript{76} Similarly, during the 2001-02 season, Miami and Nebraska faced each other for the national championship, even though Nebraska had lost to the University of Colorado (“Colorado”) in the regular season finale, resulting in Colorado being ranked ahead of Nebraska in both the AP and coaches’ polls.\textsuperscript{77} In 2003-04, the University of Southern California (“USC”) was ranked first in both the AP and coaches’ polls, but yet finished third in the final BCS Standings.\textsuperscript{78} As a result, USC did not play in the BCS national championship game, and ultimately split the
national championship with BCS championship game winner Louisiana State University--the exact outcome the BCS was created to avoid. The controversy continued the next year when Auburn University failed to be selected for the 2004-05 championship game, despite finishing the season undefeated. Most recently, the BCS was forced to make a controversial selection of teams to play for the national title after five different schools finished the 2009 regular season undefeated, with the University of Alabama ("Alabama") and the University of Texas ultimately selected to play for the national championship.

While the selection of teams for the BCS national championship game has generally drawn the most criticism, the selections for the other BCS bowl games have also not gone without controversy. Specifically, during the initial years of the BCS, no team from a non-BCS Conference was selected to participate in a BCS bowl game. For example, Tulane University ("Tulane") finished the 1998-99 season undefeated and was ranked eleventh in the nation, but did not receive a bid to any of the BCS bowls. Similarly, Marshall University went undefeated the next season--one of only two teams in the country to accomplish the feat--but was forced to play in the Motor City Bowl after being passed over by the BCS. In 2001, Brigham Young University ("BYU") entered the final game of the regular season undefeated and ranked twelfth in the BCS Standings, only to be informed by BCS officials that the team would not be considered for an at-large invitation to a BCS bowl. Two years later, Boise State University ("Boise State"), Miami University (Ohio), and Texas Christian University ("TCU") were all similarly denied invitations to BCS bowl games despite outstanding regular season performances.

Following this series of snubs, the non-BCS Conferences decided to work together to obtain greater access to the BCS. Lead by Tulane President Scott Cowen, the non-BCS Conferences formed the Presidential Coalition for Athletics Reform ("Presidential Coalition"), seeking to compel the BCS to modify its selection procedures. The Presidential Coalition ultimately persuaded Congress to become involved, with both the House and Senate Judiciary Committees holding hearings in 2003 regarding the legality of the BCS under antitrust law. Although both Committees generally appeared to side with the non-BCS Conferences, both hearings concluded with it apparent that Congress would only step in if other avenues for reform failed.

Despite the lack of Congressional action, the BCS nevertheless succumbed to the Presidential Coalition’s political pressure, implementing a series of reforms to the BCS structure in 2004 that became effective for the 2006 season. Perhaps most significantly, the BCS Conferences formally included the non-BCS Conferences as parties to the various BCS agreements, granting the non-BCS Conferences a single voting position on the eight member BCS Presidential Oversight Committee. In addition to inviting the non-BCS Conferences to participate in the governance of the BCS, the 2004 revisions also included a number of modifications to the BCS operating procedures. First, the BCS created a new, fifth BCS bowl game serving as the BCS national championship game. This doubled the number of at-large slots from two to four, thus increasing the chances that a non-BCS school would be selected for a BCS bowl game. Second, the BCS made it easier for schools from non-BCS Conferences to earn guaranteed invitations to BCS bowls. Rather than require that non-BCS teams finish ranked in the top six of the final BCS Standings to guarantee a spot, as had previously been the case, the new procedures specified that the highest ranked champion of a non-BCS Conference would receive a guaranteed bid so long as it either (i) ranked in the top twelve of the final BCS Standings, or (ii) ranked in the top sixteen of the final standings and ahead of at least one champion from a BCS Conference. Third, the BCS agreed to reevaluate which conferences would be allotted guaranteed, automatic bids to a BCS bowl, implementing new standards to evaluate all 11 FBS conferences based on their on-field performance every four years. Under the new procedure, a minimum of five and maximum of seven conferences are granted automatic BCS invitations. Finally, the existing BCS members agreed to share a greater percentage of BCS revenues with the non-BCS Conferences.

The revised procedures quickly resulted in greater access to BCS bowls for non-BCS Conference teams. In 2004-05, the University of Utah ("Utah") from the Mountain West Conference was selected to play in the Fiesta Bowl, while Boise State was similarly selected for the Fiesta Bowl in 2006-07. In 2007-08 the University of Hawaii from the WAC was picked to play in the Sugar Bowl, as was Utah in 2008-09. Most recently, Boise State and TCU faced each other in the Fiesta Bowl during the 2009-10 season.

Despite this increased access, critics of the BCS still argue that the system treats teams from the non-BCS Conferences unfairly. These criticisms are two-fold. First, although non-BCS teams have received greater access to BCS bowl games in recent years, no non-BCS team has been selected to play in the national championship game. For example, although Utah was the only university to finish the 2008-09 regular season undefeated, the University of Florida and Oklahoma were instead selected to play for the national championship. Utah had to settle for handily defeating Alabama--a team that had been ranked first for much of the season--in the Sugar Bowl. Similarly, both Boise State and TCU were passed over for a berth in the 2009-10 national championship game despite both finishing the regular season undefeated.

Second, even when a non-BCS team qualifies for a BCS bowl game, its conference receives a significantly smaller share of BCS revenues than do the six BCS Conferences. Following the 2009-10 season, each BCS Conference received a payout of at least $17.7 million, with the Big Ten and SEC each receiving $22.2 million by virtue of having two teams selected to participate in BCS bowls. In contrast, even though non-BCS schools Boise State and TCU both qualified to play in BCS bowls, the non-BCS Conferences received a total of only $24 million to be split between five different conferences, a disparity that the commissioner of the non-BCS Mountain West Conference previously declared to be "grossly inequitable."
As a result of these criticisms, the BCS continues to be the subject of significant scrutiny. As noted above, in just the past year alone the Senate Judiciary Committee has held hearings regarding the BCS, while Utah’s Attorney General and the U.S. Department of Justice have both acknowledged that they are exploring the possibility of litigation or antitrust investigations against the BCS. Therefore, the legality of the BCS under antitrust law remains a hotly contested issue, one that appears headed towards a judicial resolution.

II. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE RELEVANT ANTITRUST LAW PROVISIONS

Federal antitrust regulation began with the enactment of the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, the statute providing the most likely basis for a cause of action against the BCS. The Sherman Act contains two provisions attacking anticompetitive conduct: Sections One and Two. Section One of the Sherman Act provides that “[e]very contract, combination ... or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce ... is declared to be illegal.” Because a single party cannot contract, combine, or conspire with itself, this prohibition has been interpreted to require an agreement between multiple entities.

Moreover, because a literal reading of the provision—condemning “every” contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of trade—would outlaw practically all contracts, courts have subsequently limited the applicability of Section One. Specifically, courts have held that in order for a plaintiff to assert a viable claim under Section One of the Sherman Act, three elements must be established: (i) that an agreement was entered, (ii) that the agreement unreasonably restrained trade, and (iii) that the agreement affected interstate commerce. In addition to these three requisite elements, courts increasingly also expect a plaintiff to demonstrate how the challenged restraint harms consumer welfare.

In the case of a Section One claim asserted against the BCS, neither the first nor third elements are likely to be contested, as the BCS readily admits it was formed through a series of contractual agreements, which are clearly interstate in nature. With respect to the second element, courts have identified various categories of agreements that may unreasonably restrain trade. Of these, the existing scholarship to date considering the BCS has predominantly focused on one form of restraint in particular—the group boycott—based on the BCS’s perceived favoritism of the BCS Conferences.

As the United States Supreme Court has explained, a group boycott claim typically alleges that competitors have conspired to cut off a rival’s access to a “supply, facility, or market necessary to enable the boycotted firm to compete.” Such a boycott will generally be found unreasonable—and thus unlawful—when it is “not justified by plausible arguments that [it was] intended to enhance overall efficiency and make markets more competitive.”

Although group boycotts most typically arise when multiple entities collectively refuse to deal at all with the aggrieved party, a literal boycott is not required to state a valid claim. For example, in the 1959 case of Klor’s, Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc., the Supreme Court considered a group boycott claim brought by a San Francisco department store alleging that a competing store had convinced a number of name brand appliance manufacturers to “sell to [plaintiff] only at discriminatory prices and highly unfavorable terms,” if at all. The Court held that the agreed upon refusal to deal with the plaintiff “at the same prices and conditions made available to [its competitor],” “plainly” alleged a boycott. Thus, a showing that the plaintiff was subjected to disparate commercial treatment, even if not rising to the level of an all out refusal to deal, can be enough to assert a group boycott claim.

While a potential group boycott claim has received the most attention in antitrust analyses of the BCS to date, the BCS is also susceptible to different classifications under Section One. Because the BCS was formed through a series of agreements between various football conferences and bowl games, it is vulnerable to challenge as an agreement not to compete among competitors. Specifically, as will be discussed below, the BCS is arguably guilty of illegal price fixing by collectively establishing uniform amounts to be paid to conferences with member-universities participating in BCS bowl games. Generally speaking, “antitrust law condemns [agreements] in which competitors set prices collectively rather than letting competition determine price and output.” Indeed, the Supreme Court has declared that horizontal price fixing agreements—i.e., price fixing agreements between competitors—are “the paradigm of an unreasonable restraint of trade” under Section One of the Sherman Act.

Another potential antitrust claim against the BCS is that it constitutes an impermissible tying arrangement insofar as the BCS collectively markets four of the five BCS bowl games, including the national championship game, as a single package to television networks. Tying agreements violate Section One of the Sherman Act when four elements are present: (i) two or more separate products are grouped together, (ii) the seller conditions the sale of one product on the sale of the other product, (iii) the seller has sufficient economic power to force purchasers to buy both tied products, and (iv) the seller actually coerces the buyer to purchase both tied products. With respect to the final element—actual coercion—courts typically require proof that the buyer was an “unwilling purchaser of the allegedly tied product[].” Thus, to prove a tying claim a plaintiff must show that it was forced to buy a product it did not want in order to purchase the desired product. Simply having to buy a product that one “does not ‘want as much’” as the tied product is not enough.

Courts will typically consider the characterization of the allegedly anticompetitive conduct at issue when deciding which standard of review under Section One to apply. For instance, some categories of restraints—including horizontal price fixing—have been found to “always or almost always ... restrict competition and decrease output” and thus are usually considered per se illegal. Meanwhile, because courts have determined that other categories of restraints—including some
ties is judged under the more flexible rule

The rule of reason was first endorsed by the Supreme Court in Justice Brandeis’ landmark 1918 decision in *Chicago Board of Trade*, and generally involves a three-step process. First, the court will require the plaintiff to prove that the challenged restraint has an adverse effect on competition. Should the plaintiff succeed, then the burden shifts to the defendant to demonstrate any of the restraint’s procompetitive benefits. Finally, if the defendant successfully establishes that the restraint has some redeeming competitive qualities, then courts consider whether the asserted procompetitive benefits could be achieved through less restrictive means.

Although the BCS is susceptible to attack as a horizontal price fixing scheme—a category of restraint traditionally considered *per se* illegal—most commentators have concluded that the BCS would nevertheless likely be judged under the rule of reason standard. This consensus has been reached in view of the Supreme Court’s 1984 opinion in *National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma*. In *NCAA*, the Court considered an antitrust challenge brought by the Universities of Oklahoma and Georgia, contesting an NCAA regulation limiting any single university to four nationally televised football games—and six television appearances in total—during a two-year period. The regulations also established “recommended fees” for the television networks to pay to participating universities for national and regional broadcasts. The Supreme Court categorized these restrictions as a horizontal limitation on output and horizontal price fixing, respectively, restraints typically considered *per se* illegal. Nevertheless, the Court elected not to apply the *per se* rule, concluding that a rule of reason analysis was necessary in light of college football being “an industry in which horizontal restraints on competition are essential if the product is to be available at all.” Therefore, although a prospective plaintiff could attempt to distinguish the BCS from NCAA in order to receive *per se* treatment, following the Court’s decision it appears likely that any Section One challenge to the BCS would be decided under the rule of reason.

In addition to potential liability under Section One of the Sherman Act, the BCS is also vulnerable to attack under Section Two of the Act as well. Whereas Section One of the Sherman Act prohibits agreements in restraint of trade between multiple parties, Section Two focuses monopolization of an industry, typically by a single firm. In order to establish a Section Two monopolization claim, plaintiffs generally must prove two elements: “(1) the possession of monopoly power in the relevant market and (2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.” Thus, a plaintiff challenging the BCS under Section Two must first establish that either the BCS national championship game itself, or all five of the BCS bowl games collectively, constitute a relevant market, and second that the BCS has excluded “non-BCS schools from a meaningful opportunity to compete” in that market.

In asserting that the BCS championship (or other bowl games) constitutes a relevant market, a plaintiff would likely draw upon the Supreme Court’s 1959 decision in *International Boxing v. United States*, in which the Court held that championship boxing matches comprise a separate and distinct relevant market from non-championship fights, due to the significant difference in financial payouts given to the boxers. Along these same lines, a plaintiff could argue that the BCS should itself be considered a stand-alone relevant market, due to the significantly higher payouts accompanying a BCS bowl appearances compared to the less prestigious bowl games.

Ultimately, however, an assessment of whether the BCS constitutes a relevant market would likely require significant economic analysis, analysis beyond the scope of this article. Moreover, because Section Two claims are generally more difficult to prove than claims under Section One, and given the clear horizontal nature of the BCS and the various Section One allegations available to a plaintiff, it seems unlikely that an antitrust case against the BCS would hinge upon a Section Two claim. Therefore, the remainder of this article focuses on an assessment of the BCS’s potential liability under Section One of the Sherman Act.

### III. Assessing the Strength of the Potential Antitrust Claims Against the BCS

As noted above, three primary claims are available to a potential plaintiff challenging the BCS under Section One of the Sherman Act: illegal group boycott, price fixing, and tying. Although at least one of these claims has traditionally been held *per se* illegal, following the Supreme Court’s decision in *NCAA* it appears that a challenge to the BCS would be decided under the rule of reason standard. Therefore, this section assesses the merits of each of the three most plausible Section One claims against the BCS by reviewing the applicable arguments regarding the system’s anti- and procompetitive effects, as well as any potential less restrictive alternatives.

#### A. The BCS as a Group Boycott

The existing literature considering potential antitrust claims against the BCS has predominantly focused on the system’s vulnerability to a group boycott claim. The Supreme Court has stated that a group boycott exists when competitors have collaborated to cut off a rival’s access to a “supply, facility, or market necessary to enable the boycotted firm to compete.” Thus, the existing analyses have primarily considered whether the BCS constitutes a group boycott insofar as it limits the so-called non-BCS Conferences’ access to the national championship and other top post-season bowl games.
Specifically, under the initial BCS rules, teams from non-BCS Conferences could only guarantee themselves an invitation to a BCS bowl by finishing sixth or better in the BCS Standings,  a feat that no non-BCS university was able to accomplish during the system’s first six years. Non-BCS teams were also consistently passed over for at-large BCS berths during this time, despite a variety of schools completing extremely strong seasons.

In view of this allegedly discriminatory conduct, a number of commentators argued that the BCS Conferences had effectively blocked the non-BCS teams from a necessary resource—namely the BCS bowl games and their accompanying financial payouts—and thus had constructed an illegal group boycott. These analyses predominately focused on the financial disparities created by the BCS’s differential treatment of the non-BCS Conferences. Not only did the BCS’s exclusion of the non-BCS teams prevent those universities from realizing the substantial payouts associated with participation in a BCS bowl game, but it also resulted in additional financial disparities as well. Specifically, because teams in the BCS Conferences compete annually for a spot in one of the highest profile post-season bowl games, they tend to receive greater media attention throughout the season, leading to significant revenue advantages in the form of increased regular season ticket sales, sponsorship agreements, and alumni and fan donations.

These revenue and exposure advantages in turn enable the BCS schools to hire better coaches, build better facilities, and recruit better student-athletes, ultimately resulting in the BCS Conferences maintaining their competitive advantage over the non-BCS schools on the playing field. Indeed, commentators have noted that the BCS has effectively created—at least, reinforced—a bifurcated structure in major college football, wherein the BCS perpetuates a competitive disparity between the BCS and non-BCS Conferences. As a result, many commentators concluded that the initial BCS system effectively cut off the non-BCS schools from a necessary resource—the BCS bowl games—and thus constituted an illicit group boycott.

However, as discussed above, the BCS ultimately revised its selection procedures in 2004 following a series of Congressional hearings,  modifications that increased the non-BCS Conferences’ access to BCS bowls. In particular, the BCS now guarantees a spot to the highest ranked champion of a non-BCS Conference so long as it either ranks (i) in the top twelve of the final BCS Standings, or (ii) in the top sixteen of the final standings and ahead of at least one champion from a BCS Conference. As a result, the number of non-BCS teams participating in BCS bowl games has increased dramatically in recent years. Accordingly, most recent analyses have concluded that the current, modified BCS system no longer runs afoul of antitrust law, insofar as it does not provide an insurmountable barrier preventing non-BCS teams from reaching BCS bowl games.

Although the consensus among scholarly commentators in the aftermath of the BCS modifications has been that the system no longer violates antitrust law, these analyses have overlooked the fact that the non-BCS Conferences continue to experience significant differential treatment. Specifically, even in those instances when a non-BCS university beats the odds and is selected to participate in a BCS bowl game, its conference does not receive a financial payout equal to those received by the BCS Conferences. For example, following the 2009-10 season, each BCS Conference received a payout of at least $17.7 million, with the Big Ten and SEC receiving $22.2 million each due to the fact they both had two teams selected to participate in BCS bowls. In contrast, the five non-BCS Conferences received a total of $24 million to share, despite both TCU and Boise State having been selected to play in a BCS bowl. While the Mountain West and WAC (TCU and Boise State’s respective conferences) divided the loin share of that revenue, they nevertheless each received only $9.8 and $7.8 million, respectively, for the appearances, totals far below those received by the BCS Conferences. Therefore, despite increased access to BCS games for the non-BCS Conferences, the non-BCS Conferences still face differential treatment with respect to the financial payouts accompanying an appearance in a BCS bowl game.

Thus, although the non-BCS Conferences may have had a more traditional group boycott case against the BCS prior to the 2004 modifications to the BCS selection procedures, critics still argue that the system unfairly disadvantages the non-BCS Conferences by providing them with a disproportionately smaller share of revenues for BCS bowl appearances. Indeed, the fact that the BCS has not completely blocked the non-BCS Conferences’ access to BCS bowl games is not enough to defeat a group boycott claim. As discussed above, the Supreme Court in Klaw’s found that a plausible group boycott claim had been asserted when the defendants were accused of colluding to prevent plaintiff from doing business at the same price and under the same conditions as its rivals, even when the collusion did not always result in a literal refusal to deal. Similarly, critics can argue that the BCS has conspired to prevent the non-BCS Conferences from doing business under the same prices and conditions offered to the BCS Conferences. Even in those cases when a team from a non-BCS Conference is able to overcome the odds and earn an invitation to a BCS bowl game, it will nevertheless receive little more than half as much money for its participation as will the BCS Conferences. As a result, the non-BCS Conferences will never be able to match the revenues generated by teams in the BCS Conferences, giving the BCS Conferences a perpetual competitive advantage.

Should such a group boycott claim be asserted against the BCS, the court would likely apply the rule of reason for the reasons discussed above. In light of the anticompetitive effects that BCS opponents can assert, the court would likely shift the burden to the BCS to justify itself through procompetitive benefits. Commentators defending the BCS from antitrust attack have traditionally identified several procompetitive benefits generated by the system. First and foremost, BCS proponents point to the creation of a national championship game as being a significant procompetitive benefit. These commentators note that prior to the creation of the BCS, only rarely did a college football season culminate with the two top...
ranked teams in the country facing each other in a post-season bowl game.\textsuperscript{186} By guaranteeing a national championship game every season, BCS supporters argue that the system has created a substantial benefit for college football fans.\textsuperscript{187} However, the significance of this benefit is mitigated by the regular controversy surrounding the selection of teams to play in the BCS national championship game, as recounted above.\textsuperscript{188}

In addition to the creation of a national championship game, BCS proponents also point to other procompetitive benefits resulting from the system. First, by dispensing with pre-existing contractual agreements between particular conferences and bowl games, BCS supporters argue that the BCS has created better, more compelling post-season bowl match-ups.\textsuperscript{189} For this same reason, BCS proponents have also asserted that the BCS has actually increased access to marquee bowl games for non-BCS Conference teams,\textsuperscript{190} as prior to the BCS the various contractual agreements made it nearly impossible for a team from a non-BCS Conference to be selected to play in the Fiesta, Orange, Rose, or Sugar Bowls.\textsuperscript{191} Therefore, these commentators argue that even under its initial, more restrictive selection procedures, the BCS actually benefited the non-BCS Conferences by making it possible, albeit perhaps unlikely, that a non-BCS team would be invited to one of the most prestigious bowl games. However, on this point other commentators have argued that the prior system of contractual arrangements was itself “a web of illegal exclusive dealing arrangements,” and thus at best the BCS simply replaced one anticompetitive system with a slightly less anticompetitive, but still illegal system.\textsuperscript{192}

Should a judge or jury find that the BCS’s asserted procompetitive benefits outweigh the anticompetitive harms it inflicts on the non-BCS Conferences, the BCS nevertheless faces an additional hurdle under the rule of reason, namely the less restrictive alternatives inquiry. In this third phase of the rule of reason, courts consider whether the asserted procompetitive benefits could be obtained in another manner without the accompanying anticompetitive side effects.\textsuperscript{193} The BCS is particularly susceptible to the less restrictive alternatives inquiry,\textsuperscript{194} as the procompetitive benefits identified by its supporters could easily be obtained via less burdensome means.

Specifically, the primary benefit of the BCS asserted by its proponents—the creation of a national championship game\textsuperscript{195}—can easily be accomplished without the anticompetitive effect of the BCS’s unequal distribution of revenues to the non-BCS Conferences. The existence of a championship game does not depend in any way upon disparities in revenue distribution, but rather simply requires that the nation’s top two teams be matched in a single post-season game. Nor is there a need for the national championship game to be paired with the BCS and its uneven revenue distribution scheme at all, as the game could easily be held as a stand-alone event without any ties to the other existing BCS bowl games.\textsuperscript{196} Thus, because a national championship game could be held absent any financial disparities, this particular procompetitive benefit of the BCS could easily be realized through less restrictive alternative means, either as a stand-alone game separate from the rest of the BCS, or as part of a BCS system that equally distributes its revenue to all participants.

Similarly, the other primary benefits regularly cited by BCS supporters—the creation of more compelling post-season bowl games and increased access for the non-BCS Conferences\textsuperscript{197}—also do not rely upon the BCS’s uneven revenue distribution scheme. Indeed, both could also be obtained through a system in which revenue was distributed equally amongst all participating universities and conferences. Thus, these benefits could also be obtained through less restrictive means, and cannot save the BCS under a rule of reason analysis.

In lieu of any compelling procompetitive justifications, proponents of the BCS may turn instead to several other defenses for the system’s uneven revenue distribution. For instance, the primary defense offered by BCS advocates is that the current distribution scheme simply reflects the fact that television networks value the broadcast rights to games featuring BCS Conference schools more than those for games involving non-BCS teams.\textsuperscript{198} In other words, BCS supporters argue that because the inclusion of the BCS Conferences generates the significant revenues realized by the BCS, those conferences rightfully deserve to split the loin’s share of BCS revenues amongst themselves. However, this argument is belied by the television ratings for BCS bowl games involving non-BCS teams. Indeed, of the five BCS bowl games to date featuring non-BCS universities, three have received higher television ratings than other BCS bowl games that same season featuring only BCS Conference teams.\textsuperscript{199} Most significantly, the 2010 Fiesta Bowl, which featured two non-BCS schools playing one another—Boise State and TCU—outdrew the Orange Bowl, which featured two teams from BCS Conferences, by a significant margin.\textsuperscript{200} Accordingly, the argument that the BCS’s unequal revenue distribution is justified by the reduced appeal of games involving non-BCS universities is contradicted by the actual television ratings for these games.

Another potential defense available to the BCS is to argue that even if it has effectively constructed a group boycott of the non-BCS Conferences, its boycott does not harm consumer welfare and thus is not a cognizable injury under federal antitrust law.\textsuperscript{201} Put differently, the BCS can argue that consumers of college football (i.e., the fans) are not harmed by any disparities in revenue paid to the non-BCS Conferences, and therefore at most the alleged boycott injures rivals to the BCS Conferences, but not the competitive process itself.\textsuperscript{202} However, as Professor Gary Roberts has persuasively argued, “consumers of college athletics are to a great extent motivated by emotional loyalty to a particular school,” with many fans expressing interest in a particular game “primarily because they are personally affiliated with one of the schools or because a team is affiliated with a local or regional college.”\textsuperscript{203} For example, Professor Roberts noted that “many fans of the University of Cincinnati football team are not interested in Florida State’s team even if it is the best team in the country.”\textsuperscript{204} Critics of the BCS can draw upon this line of reasoning, and argue that the BCS’s revenue disparities do hurt consumer welfare, insofar as the financial disparities perpetuate competitive discrepancies between the BCS and non-BCS Conferences on the football field, depriving non-BCS fans of the opportunity to watch their favorite teams play the most competitive football possible.\textsuperscript{205}
Finally, although perhaps not offering an absolute defense to a group boycott claim, the BCS would also likely defend itself from such a charge by emphasizing that the non-BCS Conferences have themselves been a party to the BCS agreements ever since modifications were made to the BCS in 2004.206 Thus, the BCS can argue that the non-BCS Conferences have had an opportunity to participate in any decisions regarding the BCS’s selection procedures or revenue distribution. However, critics can respond to this line of argument by noting that the non-BCS Conferences’ role in the management of the BCS is marginal at best, given that they have collectively been given only one vote out of eight on the BCS Presidential Oversight Committee.207 Accordingly, the non-BCS Conferences still lack any meaningful ability to alter the operations of the BCS.

Therefore, although the outcome of a rule of reason trial is notoriously difficult to predict,208 opponents of the BCS have a reasonably strong case should they assert that the system constitutes an illegal group boycott. While the BCS will be able to cite several procompetitive benefits of varying strength, ultimately those same benefits could be achieved through less restrictive alternative means. Similarly, critics can also overcome the BCS’s other defenses, namely that any boycott does not harm consumer welfare and thus is not a cognizable antitrust injury, and that the non-BCS Conferences have had an adequate opportunity to shape the direction of the BCS. Accordingly, the BCS remains quite susceptible to attack as a group boycott under a rule of reason analysis, despite its 2004 modifications to increase access for the non-BCS Conferences.

B. The BCS and Price Fixing

Although a potential price fixing claim against the BCS has received relatively little attention in the literature, it may represent the strongest attack on the BCS under federal antitrust law. Specifically, a prospective plaintiff can assert that the BCS constitutes an illegal price fixing scheme by allowing formerly independent, competing conferences and bowl games to collectively establish uniform payouts for participation in all BCS bowl games.

Historically, each bowl game determined for itself how much of a financial payout to offer participating universities, a practice that continues today for bowl games outside of the BCS.209 However, upon the formation of the Bowl Alliance, one of the BCS’s predecessor entities,210 the Alliance bowls and participating conferences agreed to a uniform scale under which all bowl payouts were determined.211 The results of this price fixing scheme were immediately apparent, with the payouts for the three Alliance bowls—the Fiesta, Orange, and Sugar Bowls—more than doubling between the 1994 and 1996 seasons.212 These increased costs are ultimately passed on to college football fans, through higher ticket prices and television fees, thus harming consumer welfare.213

As noted above, this practice of collectively determining the payouts for all participating bowl games has continued under the BCS.214 For example, following the 2009-10 season, the BCS determined that each of the six BCS Conferences would receive a minimum of $17.7 million for their participation in the system, with both the Big 10 and SEC getting an additional $4.5 million for each having had a second team selected to participate in a BCS game.215 Meanwhile, the BCS collectively determined that the five remaining non-BCS Conferences would receive a total of only $24 million, despite two universities from non-BCS Conferences having been selected for BCS bowl games that season.216

These payouts are established without regard to the competitive strength or marketability of any individual participating university. In other words, the top ranked team in the country selected to play in the BCS National Championship Game will earn just as much as the lowest ranked team participating in a lower profile BCS game. For example, in the 2005-06 season, Pac-10 champion and defending national champion USC was ranked first in the nation and selected to play for the national championship, while ACC champion Florida State received an automatic bid to play in the Orange Bowl despite only being ranked 22nd in the nation.217 Notwithstanding this significant disparity in ranking and marketability,218 both the Pac-10 and ACC received identical payments of around $16.6 million from the BCS.219

Given that the BCS admittedly collectively establishes the prices to be paid for participation in BCS bowl games, establishing a prima facie case of price fixing should not be difficult. Although horizontal price fixing has traditionally been held to be per se illegal under Section One of the Sherman Act,220 following the Supreme Court’s decision in NCAA221 any price fixing claim against the BCS will likely be decided under the rule of reason, for the reasons discussed above.222 Moreover, the BCS could also argue that per se illegality is inappropriate following the Supreme Court’s 2007 opinion in Leegin Creative Leather Products v. PSKS, Inc.,223 since the BCS features both horizontal and vertical price fixing agreements,224 the latter of which the Court ruled should be judged under the rule of reason. Therefore, the legality of the BCS’s price fixing scheme would be judged by weighing its anticompetitive effects against any procompetitive benefits.

A court considering the BCS’s price fixing scheme should find its anticompetitive effects to be readily apparent, given that the Supreme Court has declared that “no elaborate industry analysis is required to demonstrate the anticompetitive character of [a price fixing] agreement.”225 Indeed, the BCS has eliminated any pricing competition between the formerly independent bowl games and conferences. Thus, the BCS would bear the burden of proving that its price fixing scheme yields sufficient procompetitive benefits to outweigh this clear anticompetitive effect.

Similar to the group boycott claim discussed above,226 the creation of a national championship game provides little procompetitive justification with respect to a potential price fixing claim against the BCS. A uniform pay scale across the five different bowl games is in no way necessary to stage a national championship game, and thus the championship game could easily be established by less restrictive means.

Instead, the more plausible—and perhaps only—argument available to the BCS regarding the procompetitive benefits of its
price fixing scheme is that establishing uniform payouts for all BCS bowl games helps to maintain competitive balance in college football. Specifically, in response to a price fixing claim, the BCS may elect to argue that its uniform bowl payouts are necessary to maintain competitive balance in college football, preventing any single university or conference from developing a significant financial advantage over its competition. As discussed above, universities can use revenue disparities to build better facilities and retain better coaches than their rivals operating on smaller budgets. Therefore, the BCS may argue that its uniform payout scheme helps maintain competitive balance by ensuring that each of the top conferences earn the same amount for their participation in the marquee bowl games.

The BCS will face two significant hurdles in order to successfully convince a court that this competitive balance concern justifies its price fixing scheme. As an initial matter, the BCS would be forced to confront the argument that its preferential treatment of the six BCS Conferences actually decreases competitive balance across college football. As discussed above, many commentators have argued that the BCS in fact perpetuates competitive imbalance, insofar as it gives the BCS Conferences a consistent revenue advantage over the non-BCS Conferences, a disparity that enables the six favored conferences to maintain their historical competitive dominance over the traditionally weaker non-BCS schools.

However, even if the BCS succeeds in convincing a judge or jury that it does not in fact decrease overall competitive balance in college football, its competitive balance argument would nevertheless face an even greater hurdle, namely the fact that the Supreme Court previously considered and rejected a similar contention in the NCAA case. There, the NCAA attempted to justify its regulation fixing the price universities charged television networks to broadcast football games on the grounds that the restriction helped to maintain competitive balance among NCAA member institutions. Although the Supreme Court accepted that maintenance of competitive balance was generally a legitimate interest for the NCAA to pursue, it nevertheless rejected the proposition that competitive balance concerns justified the particular price fixing scheme at issue. Specifically, the Court held that the NCAA’s plan was poorly suited to achieve competitive balance insofar as it failed to either regulate the overall amount of money that a university could spend on its football program, or the ways in which colleges could spend football-related revenues. Rather, the Court noted that the NCAA simply imposed “a restriction on one source of revenue that is more important to some colleges than to others.” The Court further found that the NCAA presented “no evidence that this restriction produces any greater measure of equality throughout the NCAA than would a restriction on alumni donations, tuition rates, or other revenue-producing activity.” Accordingly, the Court held that the NCAA’s price fixing scheme was poorly suited to achieve its interest in maintaining competitive balance, and thus did not outweigh the anticompetitive effects of the challenged restraint.

Given the Supreme Court’s decision in NCAA, the BCS will have a difficult time arguing that its price fixing scheme sufficiently enhances competitive balance to outweigh the agreement’s clear anticompetitive harms. As in NCAA, the BCS only regulates one source of football-related revenue earned by conferences and universities, and thus does not affect other substantial sources of revenue such as alumni donations, ticket sales, or sponsorship agreements. Moreover, like the regulation struck down by the Supreme Court in NCAA, the BCS places no limitations on the manner in which football-related revenues may be used. Therefore, it is difficult to imagine that a court would accept the BCS’s competitive balance argument in light of the NCAA precedent. Accordingly, although the ultimate outcome of a price fixing claim against the BCS remains uncertain, such a challenge would seem to have a relatively strong possibility of success.

C. The BCS as an Illegal Tying Arrangement

Finally, a prospective plaintiff challenging the BCS may seek to assert that the system constitutes an illegal tying agreement. As noted above, a tying agreement violates Section One of the Sherman Act when four elements are present: (i) two or more separate products are grouped together, (ii) the seller conditions the sale of one product on the sale of the other product, (iii) the seller has sufficient economic power to force purchasers to buy both tied products, and (iv) the seller actually coerces the buyer to purchase both tied products.

A tying claim against the BCS would most likely be asserted by a television network that attempted to purchase the broadcasting rights for the BCS bowl games. Such a plaintiff should easily be able to establish the first element, as the BCS collectively markets the broadcast rights for the Fiesta, Sugar, and Orange Bowls, along with the rights to the BCS National Championship Game for the years in which it is hosted be one of the three aforementioned bowls. Arguing that these bowls do not constitute separate products will be extremely difficult for the BCS, as prior to the formation of the Bowl Coalition—the first predecessor to the BCS—these bowls independently marketed their own broadcasting rights to networks.

A plaintiff should also be able to establish the second element of a tying claim, as the purchase of the broadcasting rights for any of the Fiesta, Orange, and Sugar Bowls, along with the BCS National Championship Game, appears to be contingent on purchasing the rights for the other games as well. The BCS could argue that the sale of broadcast rights for any one game does not hinge on purchasing the other games, perhaps pointing to the example of the Rose Bowl, which individually markets its broadcasting rights to ABC. However, because the broadcasting rights for the standalone BCS National Championship Game are packaged along with the rights to broadcast the BCS bowl game held in the city hosting the national championship in a particular year, at a minimum a plaintiff would likely be able to establish that the purchase of broadcasting rights for the championship game are conditioned on acquiring the rights to a second BCS game.

Similarly, a court would likely find the third element of a tying claim to be satisfied as well, as the BCS’s control over
the national championship game and other marquee bowl match-ups gives it significant economic power in the market for the broadcast rights for the most desirable post-season college football games. Indeed, the economic power wielded by the BCS became apparent soon after its formation, when the BCS successfully increased television revenues by sixty percent in the first year of its initial television contract with ABC.\(^2\)

Although a prospective plaintiff would thus likely be able to establish the first three elements of a tying claim against the BCS, satisfying the fourth factor would likely prove more difficult. Specifically, in establishing actual coercion, courts typically require a plaintiff prove that it was an “unwilling purchaser” of one of the tied products.\(^3\) In other words, a prospective plaintiff would need to prove that it was forced to buy the broadcast rights to at least one BCS game it did not wish to purchase in order to obtain the rights for the game(s) it wanted to broadcast. While it is possible that a television network would only be interested in acquiring the broadcast rights to a certain BCS game, in most cases if a network is interested in purchasing the rights to one BCS game it would also likely be interested in acquiring the rights to other BCS games. Indeed, given that the BCS games consistently draw strong television ratings,\(^4\) every BCS game would have at least some appeal to most networks.

Therefore, it will be difficult for a television network to prove that it was actually an “unwilling purchaser” of any BCS game. Instead, a court would likely find that the network was at best more interested in purchasing the rights to some games than others, an insufficient level of coercion under the existing case law.\(^5\) Accordingly, the chances of success for a tying claim against the BCS do not appear to be as strong as for a group boycott or price fixing claim.

CONCLUSION

This Article has considered the continued viability of an antitrust action against the Bowl Championship Series, the system through which participation in college football’s national championship game and other most prestigious post-season bowl games is determined. Although an overwhelming majority of academic commentators have concluded that the BCS alleviated most antitrust concerns through its 2004 revised selection procedures, this Article has instead argued that the BCS remains susceptible to antitrust attack on several grounds. First, opponents of the BCS can argue that the system continues to constitute a group boycott insofar as its unequal revenue distribution system prevents the non-BCS Conferences from realizing the full benefits of BCS participation. Second, the BCS can also be attacked as an illegal price fixing scheme due to the fact that it enforces formerly independent, competing conferences and bowl games to establish uniform payments for participation in all BCS bowl games. Finally, however, a tying claim based on the collective marketing of BCS television broadcast rights appears less promising.

Although the outcome of any case under Section One of the Sherman Act is difficult to predict, this Article argues that the BCS could struggle to defend itself against a group boycott or price fixing claim under the rule of reason, because its alleged procompetitive benefits could similarly be obtained via less restrictive alternatives. Accordingly, this Article concludes that the BCS remains quite vulnerable to an antitrust challenge, should the legislative process fail to address the inequalities of the BCS.
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